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 Коренная, исходная заповјдь - люби. Малое сло-
во, а выражаетъ всеобъятное дјло. Легко сказать люби, но 
не легко достигнуть въ должную мјру любви. Не совсјмъ 
ясно и то, какъ этого достигнуть; потому-то Спаситель об-
ставляетъ эту заповјдь другими пояснительными прави-
лами: люби, «какъ самого себя; и как хотите, чтобы съ вами 
поступали люди, так и вы поступайте съ ними». Тутъ ука-
зывается мјра любви, можно сказать, безмјрная; ибо есть 
ли мјра любви къ самому себј и есть ли добро, которого не 
пожелалъ бы себј кто отъ другихъ? Между тјмъ, однако, 
это предписанiе не неисполнимо. Все дјло стоитъ за тјмъ, 
чтобы войти въ совершенное сочувствiе съ другими такъ, 
чтобы ихъ чувства вполнј переносить на себя, чувствовать 
такъ, какъ они чувствуютъ. Когда это будетъ, нечего и ука-
зывать, что въ какомъ случај надо сдјлать для другихъ: 
само сердце укажетъ. Ты только позаботься поддерживать 
сочувствiе, а то тотчасъ подойдетъ эгоизмъ и возвратитъ 
тебя къ себј и заключитъ въ себя. Тогда и пальцемъ не по-
шевелишь для другого и смотрјть на него не станешь, хоть 
умри онъ. Когда сказалъ Господь: люби ближнего, какъ са-
мого себя, то хотјлъ, чтобы вмјсто насъ, сталъ въ насъ, т. 
е. въ сердцј нашемъ, ближнiй. Если же тамъ по старому 
будетъ стоять наше «я», то не жди добра.

СВТ. ИГНАТIЙ БРЯНЧАНИНОВЪ    
Аскетическiе опыты, томъ 1

О любви къ ближнему
 Что можешь быть прекраснје, насладительнје 
любви къ ближнему? 
 Любить — блаженство; ненавидјть — мука. 

СВЯТЫЕ ОТЦЫ О ЛЮБВИ КЪ БЛИЖНЕМУ
 И какъ хотите, чтобы съ вами поступали люди, такъ и вы поступайте съ ними. И если любите любящихъ васъ, 
какая вамъ за то благодарность? ибо и грјшники любящихъ ихъ любятъ. И если дјлаете добро тјмъ, которые вамъ 
дјлаютъ добро, какая вамъ за то благодарность? ибо и грјшники то же дјлаютъ. И если взаймы даете тјмъ, отъ 
которыхъ надјетесь получить обратно, какая вамъ за то благодарность? ибо и грјшники даютъ взаймы грјшникамъ, 
чтобы получить обратно столько же.
 Но вы любите враговъ вашихъ, и благотворите, и взаймы давайте, не ожидая ничего; и будетъ вамъ награда 
великая, и будете сынами Всевышнего; ибо Онъ благъ и къ неблагодарнымъ и злымъ.
 Итакъ, будьте милосерды, какъ и Отецъ вашъ милосердъ.
 (Лк. 26, 31-36).

 Весь законъ и пророки сосредоточиваются въ люб-
ви къ Богј и ближнему (Мі. ХХII, 40). 
 Любовь къ ближнему есть стезя, ведущая въ лю-
бовь къ Богу: потому что Христосъ благоволилъ таинствен-
но облечься въ каждого ближняго нашего, а во Христј — 
Богъ. 
 Не подумай, возлюбленнјйшiй братъ, чтобъ 
заповјдь любви къ ближнему была такъ близка къ нашему 
падшему сердцу: заповјдь — духовна, а нашимъ сердцемъ 
овладјли плоть и кровь; заповјдь — новая, а сердце наше 
— ветхое. 
 Естественная любовь наша повреждена паденiемъ; 
ее нужно умертвить — повелеваетъ это Христосъ — и по-
черпнуть изъ Евангелiя святую любовь къ ближнему, лю-
бовь во Христј. 
 Свойства новаго человјка должны быть всј но-
выя; никакое ветхое свойство нейдетъ ему. 
 Не имјетъ цјны предъ Евангелiемъ любовь отъ 
движенiя крови и чувствованiи плотскихъ. 
 И какую можетъ она имјть цјну, когда при 
разгоряченiи крови даетъ клятву положить душу за Госпо-
да, а чрезъ нјсколько часовъ, при охлажденiи крови, даетъ 
клятву, что не знаетъ Его? 
 Евангелiе отвергаетъ любовь, зависящую отъ 
движенiя крови, отъ чувствъ плотскаго сердца. Оно гово-
ритъ: Не мните яко прiидохъ воврещи миръ на землю: не 
прiидохъ воврещи миръ, но мечъ. Прiидохъ бо разлучити 
человјка на отца своего и дщерь на матерь свою, и невјсту 
на свекровь свою. И врази человјку домашнiи его (Мі. Х, 
34-36).
 Паденiе подчинило сердце владычеству кро-
ви, и, посредствомъ крови, владычеству мiродержителя. 
Евангелiе освобождаетъ сердце изъ этого плјна, изъ этого 
насилiя, приводитъ подъ руководство Святого Духа. 
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 Святой Духъ научаетъ любить ближняго свято.
 Любовь, возженная, питаемая Святымъ Духомъ — 
огнь. Этимъ огнемъ погашается огнь любви естественной, 
плотской, поврежденной грјхопаденiемъ (Лјствица. Сло-
во ХV, гл. 3). 
 «Говорящiй, что можно имјть ту и другую лю-
бовь, обольщаетъ самъ себя», – сказалъ святой Iоаннъ 
Лјствичникъ (Слово III, гл. 16). 
 Въ какомъ паденiи наше естество? Тотъ, кто по 
естеству способенъ съ горячностью любить ближняго, 
долженъ дјлать себј необыкновенное принужденiе, чтобъ 
любить его такъ, какъ повелјваетъ любить Евангелiе. 
 Пламеннјйшая естественная любовь легко обра-
щается въ отвращенiе, въ непримиримую ненависть. Есте-
ственная любовь выражалась и кинжаломъ. 
 Въ какихъ язвахъ — наша любовь естественная! 
Какая тяжкая на ней язва — пристрастiе! Обладаемое 
пристрастiемъ сердце способно ко всякой несправедли-
вости, ко всякому беззаконiю, лишь бы удовлетворить 
болјзненной любви своей. 
 Мјрила льстивая мерзость предъ Господемъ, весъ 
же праведный прiятенъ Ему (Прит. ХI, 1). 
 Естественная любовь доставляетъ любимому свое-
му одно земное; о небесномъ она не думаетъ. 
 Она враждуетъ противъ Неба и Духа Святого; по-
тому что Духъ требуетъ распятiя плоти. 
 Она враждуетъ противъ Неба и Духа Святого: по-
тому что находится под управленiемъ духа лукавого, духа 
нечистаго и погибшего. 
 Приступимъ къ Евангелiю, возлюбленнјйшiй 
братъ, поглядимся въ это зеркало! глядясь въ него, свер-
гнемъ ризы ветхiя, въ которые облекло насъ паденiе, укра-
симся ризою новою, которая приготовлена намъ Богомъ. 
 Риза новая —Христосъ. Елицы во Христа крести-
стеся, во Христа облекостеся (Гал. III, 27). 
 Риза новая — Духъ святой. Облечетеся силою 
выше (Лук. ХХIV, 49), сказалъ о этой ризј Господь. 
 Облекаются христiане въ свойства Христовы, 
дјйствiемъ всеблагого Духа. 
 Возможно для христiанина это одјянiе. Облецы-
теся Господемъ нашимъ Iисусъ Христомъ, и плоти угодiя 
не творите въ похоти, (Рим. ХIII, 14) говоритъ Апостолъ. 
 Сперва, руководствуясь Евангелiемъ, откинь 
вражду, памятозлобiе, гнјвъ, осужденiе и все, что прямо 
противодјйствуетъ любви. 
 Евангелiе велитъ молиться за враговъ, благослов-
лять клянущихъ, творить добро ненавидящимъ, оставлять 
ближнему все, что бы онъ ни сдјлалъ противъ насъ. 
 Постарайся, желающiй послјдовать Христу, ис-
полнять всј эти заповјданiя самымъ дјломъ. 
 Очень недостаточно: только съ удовольствiемъ 
прочитать веленiя Евангелiя, и подивиться высокой нрав-
ственности, которую они въ себј содержатъ. Къ сожаленiю, 
многiе этимъ удовлетворяются. 
 Когда приступишь къ исполненiю веленiй 
Евангелiя, тогда съ упорствомъ воспротивятся этому 
исполненiю владыки твоего сердца. Эти владыки; твое соб-

ственное плотское состоянiе, при которомъ ты подчиненъ 
плоти и крови, и падшiе духи, которымъ подвластная стра-
на — плотское состоянiе человјка. 
 Плотское мудрованiе, его правда и правда падшихъ 
духовъ потребуютъ отъ тебя, чтоб ты не уронилъ чести сво-
ей и другихъ тлјнныхъ преимуществъ, защитилъ ихъ. Но 
ты съ мужествомъ выдержи невидимую борьбу, водимый 
Евангелiемъ, водимый Самимъ Господомъ. 
 Пожертвуй всјмъ для исполненiя евангельскихъ 
заповјдей. Безъ такого пожертвованiя ты не возможешь 
быть исполнителемъ ихъ. Господь сказалъ ученикамъ Сво-
имъ: Аще кто хощетъ по Мнј ити, да отвержется себј (Мі. 
ХVI, 34). 
 Когда съ тобою Господь, — надјйся на побјду: Го-
сподь не можетъ не быть побјдителемъ. 
 Испроси себј у Господа побјду; испроси ее по-
стоянною молитвою и плачемъ. И придетъ неожиданно 
дјйствiе благодати въ твое сердце: ты ощутишь внезапно 
сладостнјйшее упоенiе духовною любовiю ко врагамъ. 
 Еще предстоитъ тебј борьба! еще нужно тебј быть 
мужественнымъ! Взгляни на предметы твоей любви: они 
очень тебј нравятся? къ нимъ очень привязано твое серд-
це? — Отрекись отъ нихъ. 
 Этого отреченiя требуетъ отъ тебя Господь, зако-
ноположитель любви, не съ тјмъ, чтоб лишить тебя любви 
и любимыхъ, но чтобъ ты, отвергнувъ любовь плотскую, 
оскверненную примјсью грјха, содјлался способнымъ 
принять любовь духовную, чистую, святую, которая — вер-
ховное блаженство. 
 Ощутившiй любовь духовную, съ омерзенiемъ 
будетъ взирать на любовь плотскую, какъ на уродливое 
искаженiе любви. 
 Какъ отречься отъ предметовъ любви, которые 
какъ бы приросли къ самому сердцу? — скажи о нихъ Богу: 
«Они, Господи, Твои; а я — кто? немощное созданiе, не 
имјющее никакого значенiя». 
 «Сегодня я еще странствую на землј, могу быть 
полезнымъ для любимыхъ моихъ чјмъ-нибудь; завтра, мо-
жетъ быть, исчезну съ лица ее, и я для нихъ — ничто!» 
 «Хочу, или не хочу, — приходитъ смерть, приходятъ 
прочiя обстоятельства, насильственно отторгаютъ меня отъ 
тјхъ, которыхъ я считалъ моими, и они уже — не мои. Они 
и не были по самой вещи моими; было какое-то отношенiе 
между мною и ими; обманываясь этимъ отношенiемъ, я на-
зывалъ, признавалъ ихъ моими. Если бъ они были точно 
мои,— навсегда остались бы принадлежать мнј». 
 «Созданiя принадлежатъ одному Создателю: Онъ 
— ихъ Бог и Владыка. Твое, Господь мой, отдаю Тебј: себј 
присвоилъ я ихъ неправильно и напрасно». 
 Для нихъ вјрнје быть Божiими. Богъ вјченъ, вез-
десущъ, всемогущъ, безмјрно благъ. Тому, кто Его, Онъ —  
самый вјрный, самый надежный Помощникъ и Покрови-
тель. 
 Свое Богъ даетъ человјку: и дјлаются человјку 
человјки своими, на время по плоти, на вјки по духу, когда 
Богъ благоволитъ дать этотъ даръ человјку. 
 Истинная любовь къ ближнему основана на вјрј 

въ Бога: она — въ Богј. Вси едино будутъ, вјщалъ Спаси-
тель мiра ко Отцу Своему: якоже Ты, Отче, во Мнј, да и 
Азъ въ Тебј, да и тiи въ Насъ едино будутъ (Iоаннъ ХVII, 
21). 
 Смиренiе и преданность Богу убиваютъ плотскую 
любовь. Значитъ: она живетъ самомнјнiемъ и невјрiемъ. 
 Дјлай, что можешь полезнаго и что позволяетъ 
законъ, твоимъ любимымъ; но всегда поручай ихъ Богу, и 
слјпая, плотская, безотчетливая любовь твоя обратится 
мало-помалу въ духовную, разумную, святую. 
 Если же любовь твоя — пристрастiе противозакон-
ное, то отвергни ее, какъ мерзость. 
 Когда сердце твое не свободно, — это знакъ 
пристрастiя. 
 Когда сердце твое въ плјну, — это знакъ страсти 
безумной, грјховной. 
 Святая любовь — чиста, свободна, вся въ Богј. 
 Она дјйствiе Святого Духа, дјйствующего въ 
сердцј, по мјрј его очищенiя. 
 Отвергнувъ вражду, отвергнувъ пристрастiя, от-
рекшись отъ плотской любви, стяжи любовь духовную; 
уклонися отъ зла, и сотвори благо (Пс. ХХХIII, 15). 
 Воздавай почтенiе ближнему какъ образу Божiю,— 
почтенiе въ душј твоей, невидимое для другихъ, явное 
лишь для совјсти твоей. Дјятельность твоя да будетъ та-
инственно сообразна твоему душевному настроенiю. 
 Воздавай почтенiе ближнему, не различая возрас-
та, пола, сословiя, —  и постепенно начнетъ являться въ 
сердце твоемъ святая любовь. 
 Причина этой святой любви —  не плоть и кровь, 
не влеченiе чувствъ, —  Богъ. 
 Лишенныя славы христiанства не лишены другой 
славы, полученной при созданiи: они —  образъ Божiй. 
 Если образъ Божiй будетъ ввергнутъ въ пламя 
страшное ада, и тамъ я долженъ почитать его. 
 Что мнј за дјло до пламени, до ада! Туда ввергнутъ 
образъ Божiй по суду Божiю: мое дјло сохранить почтенiе 
къ образу Божiю, и тјмъ сохранить себя отъ ада. 
 И слјпому, и прокаженному, и поврежденному 
рассудкомъ, и грудному младенцу, и уголовному преступ-
нику, и язычнику окажу почтенiе, какъ образу Божiю. Что 
тебј до ихъ немощей и недостатковъ! Наблюдай за собою, 
чтобъ тебј не имјть недостатка въ любви. 
 Въ христiанинј воздай почтенiе Христу, Который 
сказалъ въ наставленiе намъ и еще скажетъ при рјшенiи 
нашей участи вјчной: Еже сотвористе меньшему сихъ 
братiй Моихъ, Мнј сотвористе (Мі. 25, 40).
 Въ обращенiи твоемъ съ ближними содержи въ 
памяти это изреченiе Евангелiя, и содјлаешься наперсни-
комъ любви къ ближнему. 
 Наперсникъ любви къ ближнему входитъ ею въ 
любовь къ Богу. 
 Но если ты думаешь, что любишь Бога, а въ сердцј 
твоемъ живетъ непрiятное расположенiе хотя къ одному 
человјку: то ты —  въ горестномъ самообольщенiи. 
 Аще кто речетъ, говоритъ святой Iоаннъ Богос-
ловъ: яко люблю Бога, а брата своего ненавидитъ, ложь 

есть... Сiю заповјдь имамы отъ Него, да любяй Бога лю-
битъ и брата своего (1 Iоаннъ IV, 20-21). 
 Явленiе духовной любви къ ближнему —  при-
знакъ обновленiя души Святымъ Духомъ: Мы вјмы, гово-
ритъ опять Богословъ, яко преидохомъ отъ смерти въ жи-
вотъ, яко любимъ братiю; не любяй бо брата пребываетъ въ 
смерти (1 Iоаннъ III, 14). 
 Совершенство христiанства — въ совершенной 
любви къ ближнему. 
 Совершенная любовь къ ближнему — въ любви къ 
Богу, для которой нјтъ совершенства, для которой нјтъ 
окончанiя въ преуспјянiи. 
 Преуспјянiе въ любви къ Богу — бесконечно: по-
тому что любовь есть бесконечный Богъ. Любовь къ ближ-
нему — основанiе въ зданiи любви. 
 Возлюбленный братъ! Ищи раскрыть въ себј ду-
ховную любовь къ ближнимъ: войдя въ нее, войдешь въ 
любовь къ Богу, во врата воскресенiя, во врата царства не-
беснаго. Аминь. 

***
 Любовь къ Богу основывается на любви къ ближ-
нему. Когда изгладится въ тебј памятозлобiе: тогда ты 
близокъ къ любви. Когда сердце твое осјнится святымъ, 
благодатнымъ миромъ ко всему человјчеству: тогда ты 
при самыхъ дверяхъ любви. 
 Но эти двери отверзаются однимъ только Духомъ 
Святымъ. Любовь къ Богу есть даръ Божiй въ человјкј, 
приготовившемъ себя для принятая этого дара чистотою 
сердца, ума и тјла. По степени приготовленiя бываетъ и 
степень дара: потому что Богъ и въ милости своей —  пра-
восуденъ. 
 Любовь къ Богу вполнј духовна: рожденное отъ 
Духа, духъ есть.

***
 Любовь къ ближнимъ братская, чистая, ко всјмъ 
равная, беспристрастная, радостная, пламенјющая одина-
ково къ друзьямъ и врагамъ.

***
 …входимъ въ любовь къ ближнимъ, ею въ любовь 
къ Богу, бываемъ въ Богј, и Богъ бываетъ въ насъ.

***
 Господи! Даруй любовь къ ближнимъ, любовь не-
порочную, одинаковую ко всјмъ, и утјшающимъ и оскор-
бляющимъ меня!

***
 Общiй признакъ состоянiй духовныхъ —  глубокое 
смиренiе и смиренномудрiе, соединенное съ предпочтенiемъ 
себј всјхъ ближнихъ, съ расположенiемъ, евангель-
скою любовью ко всјмъ ближнимъ, съ стремленiемъ къ 
неизвјстности, къ удаленiю отъ мiра.

***
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 Отъ зрјнiя промысла Божiя образуются въ душј 
глубокая кротость и неизмјнная любовь къ ближне-
му, которыхъ никакiе  вјтры взволновать, возмутить не 
могутъ. Для такой души нјтъ оскорбленiй, нјтъ обидъ, 
нјтъ злодјянiй: вся тварь дјйствуетъ по повеленiю или 
попущенiю Творца; тварь — только слјпое орудiе. Въ та-
кой душј раздается голосъ смиренiя, обвиняющiй ее въ 
бесчисленныхъ согрјшенiяхъ, оправдывающiй ближнихъ, 
как орудiя правосуднаго промысла.

***

 Господь первыя слова свои устремилъ противъ 
гнјва, какъ главной грјховной язвы, главной страсти, 
противоположной двумъ главнымъ добродјтелямъ: любви 
къ ближнимъ и смиренiю. На этихъ двухъ добродјтеляхъ 
основано всј зданiе христiанской дјятельности. Косненiе 
страсти гнјва въ человјкј отнимаетъ у него всю возмож-
ность къ духовному преуспјянiю. 
 Господь заповјдалъ всеусиленное храненiе мира 
съ ближними, какъ и Апостолъ сказалъ: Аще возможно еже 
отъ васъ, со всјми человјки миръ имјйте. Не трудись надъ 
разборомъ, кто правъ и кто виноватъ, ты ли, или ближнiй 
твой: постарайся обвинить себя, и сохранить мир съ ближ-
нимъ при посредствј смиренiя. 

***
 Совершенною любовью къ ближнимъ доставляет-
ся усыновленiе Богу, то есть благодать Святого Духа при-
влекается въ сердцј, и изливается въ него всесвятая лю-
бовь къ Богу.

***
 Всј частныя заповјди Свои Господь совмјстилъ 
въ двј главные: въ заповјдь любви къ Богу и въ заповјдь 
любви къ ближнему.

***
 Дјлается человјкъ способнымъ къ любви Божiей 
отъ исполненiя любви къ ближнему; въ состоянiе же 
стремленiя всјмъ существомъ къ Богу возводится молит-
вою. 

СВ.МАКАРIЙ ЕГИПЕТСКIЙ
Посланiе

  Обретя же познанiе Божiе и уразумевъ страхъ, 
удобно преуспјешь и въ послјдующемъ, то есть, въ любви 
къ ближнему.

АВВА ДОРОФЕЙ
Душеполезныя поученiя

 Когда удаляются отъ Бога и возвращаются ко 
внјшнему, то очевидно, что въ той мјрј, какъ они исхо-
дятъ отъ средоточiя и удаляются отъ Бога, въ той же мјрј 
удаляются и другъ отъ друга; и сколько удаляются другъ 

отъ друга, столько удаляются и отъ Бога. Таково естество 
любви: на сколько мы находимся внј и не любимъ Бога, 
на столько каждый удаленъ и отъ ближняго. Если же воз-
любимъ Бога, то сколько приближаемся къ Богу любовью 
къ Нему, столько соединяемся любовью и съ ближнимъ; и 
сколько соединяемся съ ближнимъ, столько соединяемся 
съ Богомъ.

***
…не требуй любви отъ ближняго, ибо требующiй (ее) сму-
щается, если ее не встрјтитъ; но лучше ты самъ покажи 
любовь къ ближнему, и успокоишься, и такимъ образомъ 
приведешь и ближняго къ любви. 

***
Никто не говоритъ ближнему своему: «зачјмъ ты не лю-
бишь меня?» Но самъ, дјлая достойное любви, привлека-
етъ и ближняго къ любви.

СВ. IОАННЪ КРОНШТАДТСКIЙ
Моя жизнь во Христј, часть 1 

 Любы, сказано, не радуется о неправдј, радуется 
же о истинј [Кор. 13, 6]. Намъ приходится часто видјть 
неправедныя, грјховныя дјла человјческiя или слышать 
о нихъ, и мы имјемъ грјшный обычай: радоваться такимъ 
дјламъ и выражать безъ стыда радость свою безумнымъ 
смјхомъ. Худо, не по-христiански, нелюбовно, богопротив-
но мы дјлаемъ. Это значитъ, что мы не имјемъ въ сердцј 
христiанской любви къ ближнему: ибо любовь не радуется 
о неправдј, радуется же о истинј. Перестанемъ впередъ 
такъ дјлать, да не осудимся вмјстј съ дјлающими неправ-
ду. 

***
 Не напрасно первымъ признакомъ любви на-
шей къ ближнему Апостолъ поставилъ долготерпјнiе и 
милосердiе: любовь долготерпитъ, милосердствуетъ [Кор. 
13, 4]: ибо всякiй человјкъ немощенъ, слабъ, опромјтчивъ, 
удобопреклоненъ ко всякому грјху, но и при всемъ 
томъ легко можетъ одуматься, возстать, раскаяться при 
благопрiятныхъ условiяхъ; и потому надо быть терпели-
вымъ къ его немощамъ и погрјшностямъ, какъ желаемъ 
сами, чтобы другiе были снисходительны къ нашимъ не-
мощамъ и видя, какъ бы не видјли ихъ и не замјчали ихъ.

***
 Однимъ много, другимъ мало даетъ Господь для 
того, чтобы мы промышляли другъ о другј. Такъ устроилъ 
Господь, что если мы щедрыми дарами Его благости охот-
но дјлимся съ другими, то они служатъ въ пользу души и 
тјла, раскрывая наши сердца для любви къ ближнимъ, а 
умјренностью употребленiя ихъ служа и въ пользу тјла, 
которое не пресыщается и не обременяется ими.

***
 Если будешь имјть христiанскую любовь къ ближ-

нимъ, то будетъ любить тебя все небо; если будешь имјть 
единенiе духа съ ближними, то будешь имјть единенiе съ 
Богомъ и со всјми небожителями; будешь милостивъ къ 
ближнимъ, а къ тебј будетъ милостивъ Богъ, равно и всј 
Ангелы и святые; будешь молиться за другихъ, а за тебя все 
небо будетъ ходатайствовать. Святъ Господь Богъ нашъ, и 
ты будь таковъ же. 
 

Часть 2

 Приноси въ жертву любви къ ближнему то, что до-
рого тебј. Приноси своего Исаака, свое сердце многостраст-
ное, въ жертву Богу, закаляй его своимъ произволенiемъ, 
распинай плоть со страстями и похотями. Все получилъ 
отъ Бога, будь готовъ отдать все Богу, чтобы, бывъ вјренъ 
въ маломъ Господу своему, ты былъ поставленъ потомъ 
надъ многимъ.

***
 Всј земныя вещи, если мы привязываемся къ нимъ 
сердцемъ, одебеляютъ его, земленятъ, и отъ Бога, и отъ 
Матери Божiей, и всјхъ святыхъ, отъ всего духовнаго, не-
беснаго и вјчнаго отвращаютъ насъ и привязываютъ насъ 
къ земному, тлјнному, временному, также и отъ любви къ 
ближнему отвращаютъ.

***
 Всј жертвы и милостыни нищимъ не замјнятъ 
любви къ ближнему, если нјтъ ее въ сердцј; потому, при 
подаянiи милостыни, всегда нужно заботится о томъ, что-
бы она подаваема была съ любовью, отъ искренняго серд-
ца, охотно, а не съ досадою и огорченiемъ на нихъ.

***
 Премерзкiй врагъ силится уничтожить любовь 
любовью же: любовь къ Богу и ближнему – любовью къ 
мiру, его благамъ мимолјтнымъ и къ его растлјннымъ, 
богопротивнымъ обычаямъ, – любовью плотскою, любо-
вью богатства, почестей, удовольствiй, игръ различныхъ. 
Поэтому да погашаемъ въ себј всячески любовь къ мi0ру 
сему и да возгреваемъ любовь къ Богу и ближнему чрезъ 
самоотверженiе.

***
 Когда подаешь просящему, который не бјденъ, 
здоровъ и по-видимому не заслуживаетъ подаянiя, – от-
чего сердце твое пожалјетъ для него поданной милосты-
ни, – покайся въ этомъ, ибо и намъ божественная Любовь 
подаетъ блага свои, тогда какъ мы имјемъ ихъ и безъ того 
довольно. Любовь къ ближнему должна такъ говорить въ 
тебј: хотя онъ и имјетъ, но не худо, если я увеличу его 
благосостоянiе (а сказать правду, одна или двј-три копей-
ки не очень-то увеличатъ и поправятъ его благосостоянiе). 
Мнј подаетъ Богъ, почему же мнј не подать нуждающему-
ся? говорю: нуждающемуся, ибо кто станетъ протягивать 
руку безъ нужды? Если бы ты самъ только по заслугамъ 
получалъ отъ Бога дары Его благости, то, быть можетъ, 

долженъ былъ бы ходить нищимъ. Къ тебј Богъ щедръ не 
по заслугамъ, да и ты самъ хочешь, чтобы Онъ былъ щедръ. 
Какъ же ты не хочешь быть щедрымъ къ братьямъ своимъ, 
имея избытки?

***
 Охъ! какъ мнј противно это дiавольское злорад-
ство о грјхј ближняго, это адское усилiе доказать его ис-
тинную или мнимую слабость. И люди такъ поступающiе 
еще смјютъ говорить, что они уважаютъ и всјми силами 
стараются исполнять законъ о любви къ Богу и ближнему! 
какая же тутъ любовь къ ближнему, когда даже въ великихъ 
и святыхъ людяхъ намјренно хотятъ видјть и отыскивать 
темныя пятна, за одинъ грјхъ чернятъ всю его жизнь и не 
хотятъ покрыть грјха ближняго, если онъ дјйствительно 
есть? забыли они, что любовь вся покрываетъ [1 Кор. 13, 
7].

***
 Любить ближняго какъ себя, сочувствовать ему въ 
радости и печали, питать, одјвать его, если онъ нуждается 
въ пищј и одјянiи, дышать съ нимъ, такъ сказать, однимъ 
воздухомъ – считай такъ же обыкновеннымъ дјломъ, какъ 
питать и грјть себя, и не думай, какъ о добродјтели, о 
дјлахъ любви къ ближнему, чтобы не возгордиться ими. 
Есмы другъ другу удове [Ефес. 4, 25]. 

 СВТ. ФИЛАРЕТЪ МОСКОВСКIЙ
Сочиненiй, томъ 5

 Глумясь надъ пороками ближнихъ, мы наруша-
емъ заповјдь любви къ ближнимъ; оскорбляемъ Бога, 
ихъ милующаго; оскверняемъ нашъ умъ нечистыми 
представленiями; подвергаемся опасности быть порица-
телями невинныхъ и даже будущихъ святыхъ; смрадомъ 
нечистыхъ воспоминанiй растлеваемъ благоуханiе мо-
литвы; немирною совјстiю воспящаемъ сердце наше отъ 
восхожденiя горе; и, конечно, не достигнемъ оправданiя 
отъ Того, Который рекъ: не судите, да не судими будете.

***
 Предлагаемъ мјру благотворенiя, никогда не за-
труднительную, всегда вјрную и благонадежную: та-
кая мјра есть – любовь. Тот сјетъ о благословенiи, и о 
благословенiи пожнетъ, кто благотворитъ изъ любви къ 
Богу, изъ любви ко Христу, изъ любви къ ближнему.

***
 Если ближнему нужно, если тебј возможно толь-
ко одновременное дјло милосердiя, или только участие 
въ ономъ: сдјлавъ потребное и возможное, ты исполнилъ 
должное. Но если ближнему нужна, и съ твоей стороны 
возможна продолжаемая помощь: не допусти, чтобы твоя 
любовь къ ближнему была короче его несчастiя.

http://www.glinskie.ru/biblio/slova/18_o_ljubvi.html

http://www.glinskie.ru/biblio/slova/18_o_ljubvi.html
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Today, there is a lot of talk about the cure of man, since we have re-
alized that, by living an individualistic way of life, separated from 
community and reality, obliged to live in a tradition that has lost 

its communal character, where there is no communion and preservation 
of the person, man is sick. Naturally, when we talk of illness we do not 
mean its neurological and psychological aspect, but we mean illness as 
the loss of the true meaning of life. It is an illness that is first and foremost 
ontological (i.e. to do with our very being).
 The Orthodox Church seeks to heal the sick personality of man 
and indeed this is the work of Orthodox theology. In the Patristic texts we 
see the truth that Orthodox theology is a therapeutic science and method: 
on the one hand, because theologians are those who have acquired per-
sonal knowledge of God, within the context of revelation, and thus all the 
powers of their soul have been already cured by the Grace of God; on the 
other hand because these theologians, who have found the meaning of life, 
the true meaning of their existence, go on to help others in their journey 
along this way, the way of theosis.
 In attempting to study human problems we come to the realiza-
tion that at their very depth these problems are theological, since man 
was created according to the Image and Likeness of God. This means 
that man was created by God to have and to maintain a relationship with 
God, a relationship with other people, and a relationship with the whole of 
creation. This relationship was successful for first-formed human beings, 
Adam and Eve, precisely because they possessed God’s Grace. When, 
however, man’s inner world became sick, when human beings lost their 
orientation towards God and consequently God’s Grace, then this living 
and life-giving relationship ceased to exist. The result of this was that all 
his relationships with God, with his fellow man, with creation and with 
his own self were upset. All his internal and external strength was disor-
ganized. He ceased to have God as his focus, and instead he replaced him 
with his own self. A self, however that was cut off from those other param-
eters became autonomous, resulting in him becoming sick in both essence 
and reality. Therefore, in all that follows health is understood as a real and 
true relationship, and illness, as the interruption of that relationship, when 
man falls away from his essential dialogue with God, his fellow men and 
creation, and sinks into a tragic monologue.
 To use an example, we (could say that before the Fall man’s 
center was God. His soul was nourished by God’s Grace and his body by 
his grace-filled soul. This was something that had consequences for all 
creation, and in this sense man was the king of all creation. However, all 
this balance was disturbed by sin. The soul, having ceased to be nourished 
by God’s Grace, now sucks at the body, and thus the passions of the soul 
come into being (egotism, pride, hate etc.). The body, having ceased to be 
nourished by the soul, now sucks at mate-rial creation; hence the bodily 
passions (gluttony, possessiveness, desires of the flesh etc.) are created. In 
this situation nature both suffers and is violated, since, instead of receiv-
ing God’s Grace through the pure looking-glass that is man’s nous, it is 
exposed to violence by man, because what man wants from it is to sat-
isfy his passions. Hence, ecological problems are created. After the Fall, 
a complete reversal is noted in man’s relationship with God, with other 
people, and with creation. This is and is called an illness, a serious sick-
ness. The cure for this, as seen within the Orthodox Tradition, is the prop-
er reorientation of those relationships, the rebuilding of human existence 
in a way that man’s center is God once again and that man’s soul is again 
nourished by God. When this happens the Divine Grace is transmitted to 
the body and from there it is conveyed to the whole of irrational creation.

 In light of this, man’s problems are not simply psychological, 
social and ecological, but problems of relationships and universal respon-
sibility. They are ontological problems, i.e. problems pertaining to man’s 
being and existence. It is within this framework that we have spoken about 
the illness and cure of man in the Orthodox Church and about theology 
as therapeutic science. The Orthodox Church does not reject medical sci-
ence. On the contrary she accepts and uses medicine in many instances. At 
the same time she looks at the ontological dimension of man’s problems 
and tries to bring man back to his right perspective and to his original on-
tological orientation. Hence, we can talk of spiritual psychotherapy and of 
essential psychosynthesis but not of psychoanalysis. From this standpoint, 
even someone who is healthy from a psychiatric point of view can be sick 
from a theological one.
 The saints of the Church also worked within this framework. 
Amongst them is St. John of Sinai, the author of the well-known book 
The Ladder, which has this title because it has to do with the ladder of 
man’s ascent to God. This ascent is in reality a reorientation of man’s true 
relationships with God, with his fellow man, with creation and, naturally, 
with his very self. All that follows must be placed within this essential 
framework.

1. THE PERSONALITY OF ST. JOHN OF SINAI

 St. John of Sinai lived in the area of Mt. Sinai in the sixth cen-
tury. He became a monk at the age of 16 and thereafter lived the strict 
ascetic-hesychastic life. Towards the end of his life he also became the 
Abbot of the Holy Monastery of St. Catherine, but he finally withdrew to 
the desert, which he had loved so much throughout his life.
 St. John’s biographer gives us some information about his life. 
He mainly presents us, however, with how he proved to be a second Mo-
ses who led the new Israelites from the land of slavery to the land of 
promise. By eating only a little food he crushed the horns of arrogance 
and vainglory, i.e. of those passions which are difficult to be discerned by 
men who are wrapped up in worldly occupations. By cultivating stillness 
of both nous and body, he extinguished the flame of the furnace of fleshly 
desire. With God’s Grace and his own struggle he was freed from slav-
ery to idols. He resurrected his soul from the death that threatened it. By 
mortifying all attachments and by fixing his perception on the immaterial 
and heavenly realities, he was able to cut off the bonds of sorrow. He was 
completely cured of vainglory and pride.
 It is evident here that St. John of Sinai made a great personal ef-
fort to gain the freedom of his soul and his emancipation from the tyranny 
of the senses and the sensible, so that all his faculties would function ac-
cording to nature and even stretch beyond nature. His nous was freed not 
only from the mastery of passion, but also from the fear of death.
 Indeed, he demonstrated that stillness of nous purifies the nous 
from various external influences, and then man becomes clairvoyant and 
foresighted and can perceive the problems that exists in other people and 
in the world. When this is achieved, then the purified nous finds itself in 
another dimension and sees things clearly. Just as various medical instru-
ments can diagnose the illnesses that exist in the body, so the pure nous 
of a Saint can see the state that exists in the innermost part of the soul. 
He possesses great penetrative perception, but also tenderness. Although 
he probes and sees the depths of being, by the Grace of God, he still em-
braces man with tenderness and love. On this point, the saying of the Old 
Testament, “The earth was without form and void and darkness was on the 

face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved over the water,” could have 
been put into practice, in one way or another. The deep, or the abyss, is the 
heart of the sick man, yet the Spirit of God moves over it, with tenderness 
and love in order to form a new creation.
 The greatest obstacle to man’s cure is the confusion of man’s 
nous with the idols of the passions and with external forms. In this condi-
tion, man sees things through a divided prism and, of course, he fails to 
help people who are wounded and search for truth and freedom.
 St. John of the Ladder acquired such a pure nous, not by study-
ing at the great centers of learning of his day, but by learning from the 
stillness of the desert, where the passions particularly howl and seek to ac-
complish man’s destruction. His nous became godly and God-like. Thus, 
St. John became the pre-eminent man formed by God and renewed by the 
Holy Spirit in Christ Jesus. He did not impart human knowledge to us, and 
wise ideas, with all that he wrote, but his very being and for this reason his 
words are disarming and therapeutic, but also contemporary.
 St. John’s Ladder is in continuity with the hesychastic texts of 
the great Fathers of the Church, the first systematic analysis of the illness 
of the human soul and of man’s restoration to spiritual health. He con-
structs an admirable and successful psycho-synthesis of man’s personal-
ity. Likewise, this essential work is continued later by other Fathers of 
the Church, such as St. Maximos the Confessor and St. Gregory Palamas. 
Centuries before the psychoanalytic theories of various psychiatrists, psy-
choanalysts and psychologists had been formed, the Fathers of the Church 
and St. John Climacus in particular incised man’s soul in order to reunite 
it. Their research was limited to the depth of the self, since, truly, when 
someone understands the problem of evil within his own being, without 
trying to hide it, then this person realizes all the power of evil that exists 
throughout creation.
 We will go on to study some extracts, but not make a complete 
analysis, of his well-known words “to the Shepherd.” [ 1 ]

 2. THE PRIEST AS THERAPIST

 In an earlier book of mine, in which I wrote about Orthodox 
Psychotherapy, [ 2 ] I first tried to explain that Christianity and especially 
Orthodox Theology is a therapeutic science. I did this before examining 
what sickness is and before analyzing the sickness and cure of the soul, 
the nous, the intelligence, the passions etc. Indeed I prefaced it all with a 
chapter on the priest as therapist. Some of the readers said that I should 
have written first of all about cure and then go on to write about those who 
cure.
 Giving first place to the priest as therapist had its own impor-
tance, since only a clergyman who has obtained the necessary capacity 
of knowledge, of experience and especially of his own existential health, 
can put to correct practice the teaching of the holy Fathers and cure the 
people. If a priest is not a therapist, as required by Holy Tradition, then he 
can prove himself to be hard and senseless, even if he uses the teachings 
of the Holy Fathers of the Church. This means that in the name of therapy, 
or salvation, or stillness (hesychia), such a priest can actually lead man to 
a spiritual dead end. In other words, when an incapable and inept priest 
uses biblical and patristic texts, he makes them mere ideological or even 
moralistic texts with terrible consequences for man’s soul and higher call-
ing. Such a bad use does not transfigure impassioned man and does not 
lead him to discover the original proper relationship.
 According to St. John of Sinai, a priest who undertakes the ther-
apy of a man must be capable of that work. He must possess the appropri-
ate qualities and must have acquired a living experience of God within the 
boundaries of his own personal life, beforehand. Indeed, examining first 
the work of a good priest St John uses many terms, employing images 
from his own time. A clergyman who guides other people is a “Shepherd,” 
a “Pilot,” a “Physician,” a “Teacher” (2, 3, 4, 5). These four attributes are 
closely linked to each other, since they are related to different duties that 
a priest must undertake. There is, therefore, a mutual «intercommunion,» 

as it were, between these four attributes.
 The Shepherd presupposes a rational sheep, which must be suit-
ably fed; the Pilot presupposes a ship, sailors and the sea, a Physician 
presupposes patients and a Teacher presupposes the unlearned who must 
learn. Thus, the Shepherd is simultaneously a pilot, a physician, and a 
teacher; the Pilot is a shepherd, doctor and teacher; the Physician is a 
shepherd, pilot and teacher and the Teacher is all the aforementioned.
 In using these images, however, St. John of Sinai also compares 
the corresponding virtues that should distinguish the Priest. The Shepherd 
must seek out and heal his sheep “by guilelessness, zeal and prayer.”(2) 
The Pilot is the man who “has received noetic strength from God and from 
his own toil.” (3) The Physician is the man who has no sickness of body 
and soul and needs no medicine for his health (4). The Teacher is the one 
who has received a “noetic table of knowledge,” a light whereby he has 
“no need of other books,” because, according to St. John, it is unseemly 
for a teacher to teach from copies and manuscripts, just as it is unseemly 
for painters to teach from old paintings (5).
 These images, as well as the attributes linked to the images 
used, show that the Priest-therapist must himself be cured, to the extent 
that this is possible. That is to say, he must have a proper orientation, to 
have personally acquired the living experience and knowledge of God, so 
that he can help people by means of his own experience. It is not a matter 
of human faculty and action, but of a theanthropic action, of a help that 
comes from God, which acts through the particular therapist priest.
 In any case, it must be underlined that, of all these images, the 
one that prevails throughout the whole text of the book the Ladder, but 
also in the particular chapter that we are studying, is the image of the 
physician. The Priest must heal sick people, and that does not happen with 
human knowledge, but through the energy of God and the priest’s synergy 
with him. For this reason St. John of Sinai says: “A good pilot saves the 
ship and a good shepherd quickens and cures his ailing sheep.”(7) Some 
men “have undertaken unreasonably to shepherd souls” (56), without 
considering the responsibility of this work and certainly without having 
their own personal experience. It is throughout the whole of St. John of 
Sinai’s text that we find the qualities and gifts that should adorn the priest-
therapist. We will refer to some of them.
 First of all, it is stressed that therapy is not a human but a divine 
task, which, of course, operates with the consent given freely to this work 
by the priest himself. He says that there are some who “have perhaps 
even received the power to take spiritual responsibility for other men,” 
yet despite this they do not gratefully undertake this work for the salvation 
of their brother (59). Nevertheless, only the person who has experienced 
God’s mercy is able “to benefit the sick in an unobserved and hidden man-
ner” (53). Since the cure of man does not occur by human means, but by 
the Grace of God, for this reason the cure very often occurs hidden and 
unobserved. From God, the Priest becomes the spiritual steward of the 
souls. (71)
 The arrival of God within man’s heart, and particularly that of 
the priest-therapist, has evident signs, since man is spiritually reborn. An 
expression of this rebirth is to be seen in the spiritual gifts, which are truly 
“gifts” from the Holy Spirit. These include: humility, which, however, 
if excessive can create problems for those undergoing therapy (85); pa-
tience, exempting, of course the case of disobedience (84); fearlessness 
in face of death, for “it is a disgrace for a shepherd to fear death” (67); 
submission to labor and deprivations on behalf of those being healed (76); 
inner stillness (88), for then he will have the ability to see sickness and to 
cure it.
 The spiritual gift which is above all other gifts is that of love, 
because “a true Shepherd shows love, for by reason of love the Great 
Shepherd was crucified”(24). Moreover, all of this is necessary, precisely 
because those being educated and healed see the Shepherd as their physi-
cian, “as an archetypal image” and all that is said and done by him “is 
considered to be a standard and law” (23).
 In his texts St. John of Sinai often talks of dispassion, which 
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should distinguish the therapist. “Blessed is freedom from nausea among 
physicians. and dispassion amongst superiors”(13). It is terrible for a 
physician of the body to feel a tendency to be sick when healing bodily 
wounds, but it is even more terrible for a spiritual doctor to try and heal 
wounds of the soul while having the passion himself. Truly, the person 
who is completely purified of the passions will judge people as a divine 
judge (96). A clergyman should be dispassionate, since “it is not safe for a 
man still subject to passions to rule over passionate men,” just as it is not 
right for a lion to graze sheep (47). Of course, St. John of Sinai maintains, 
precisely because he knows that therapy is not simply a work of man, but 
the result of God’s energy and man’s synergy, that for this reason God 
often works miracles through simple and impassioned elders (41-51).
 When St. John of the Ladder talks about dispassion, he does 
not mean the deadening of the passionate part of the soul, which is a doc-
trine of Stoic philosophy as well as other eastern religions, but rather the 
transfiguration of the powers of the soul. That is to say, in the state of 
dispassion, the powers of the soul, i.e. the intelligent, the incentive and the 
appetitive powers, move towards God, and in God they love the whole of 
creation. Therefore, it is not a matter of inertia, but a movement of all the 
psychosomatic powers.
 Dispassion is necessary for the therapist, because, in this way, 
he is given the ability to judge and to heal, with discernment and good 
sense, and because the senses of his soul are disciplined “to discern the 
good, and the bad, and the median” (14). That is to say, he knows when 
an energy comes from God and when it comes from the devil, because he 
can make a distinction between the created and the uncreated with great 
therapeutic results for his patients. A clergyman also knows when to be 
humble before the person who is being healed and when not to be, for 
“the superior should not always humble himself unreasonably, nor should 
he always exalt himself senselessly” (38). This, of course, depends on the 
disposition and the condition of the patient. Some get benefit from the 
Shepherd’s humility, others are harmed by it. We shall see the value of the 
virtue of discernment further down, when we examine the ways of treat-
ment that the discerning therapist employs.
 St. John adapts the situation and position of the Priest-Therapist 
to that of the position and situation of Moses. Just as Moses saw God, rose 
up to the heights of theoria (vision), conversed with God and then went on 
to lead the people of Israel from the land of Egypt to the land of promise, 
facing a whole variety of problems and manifold temptations, so also does 
the therapist. He must have the spiritual condition of Moses and with his 
own outlook lead the people of God to the Promised Land (100).
 This image and adaptation reminds us of the fact that the aim of 
Orthodox therapy is man’s theosis and not some psychological balance. 
This work then is done by a clergyman whose soul has been united with 
God and therefore “stands in need of no other word of instruction, bearing 
the everlasting Word within herself as her Initiator, Guide, Illumination” 
(100). The whole of St. John’s text does not operate on the human level, 
but on the divine. It does not refer to cases of psychological and neuro-
logical illness, but to people who want to satisfy their own inner actuality, 
which is the fulfillment of the aim of their creation, i.e. theosis. It is pre-
cisely this aim that constitutes man’s greatest hunger and thirst.

3. MAN AS A SUFFERER OF SICKNESS

 The illness of body and soul and the existence of a therapist 
priest undoubtedly presupposes a sick patient. Earlier on we defined 
somewhat the illness of the soul, by turning to St. John’s book The Ladder 
and more particularly to the chapter entitled “to the Shepherd.” St. John 
discusses this matter extensively and we should look at some of the char-
acteristic attributes of a sick person.
 As we said earlier, spiritual illness presupposes the loss of com-
munion with God, the disturbance of man’s relationship with God, with 
other people, and with the whole of creation, and certainly the distor-
tion and ailment of man’s spiritual and bodily powers. Therefore, the sick 

man sees his illness in his relationship with God and with others when he 
identifies God with an idea or his imagination, when he uses others for 
his own gain, when he violates nature and thus displays his own spiritual 
sickness.
 In referring to man here we mean of course his whole composi-
tion, the whole substance of the human constitution, soul and body, since 
man is made up of both, not just soul, nor just body. This means that there 
is a mutual interaction and influence between soul and body. The illnesses 
of the soul are also reflected in the body which is joined to it, just as physi-
cal illnesses also have or can have consequences for man’s psychological 
world. Therefore, when man cannot satisfy his existential hunger, which 
is to fulfill the deepest aim of his existence, then his whole being, even the 
body itself, suffers and is wounded. Complaints, dissatisfaction, anguish, 
anxiety, despair are related to the lack of fulfillment of man’s spiritual 
quest.
 St. John refers first to man’s spiritual slavery. God formed him 
free and yet he fell into slavery, a spiritual slavery to the devil, sin and 
death. This is like the case of the Israelites who were ruled by Pharaoh 
and were in need of liberation. In his excellent comparison of the situ-
ation of a wounded man to the situation of the Israelites who were in 
the land of Egypt he talks of man’s “mortal sheath.” Indeed man hides 
in himself a deadening passion, a “pollution of brick-making clay,” for 
man fell from the high things for which he was created into earthly and 
humble things. He also mentions the red and burning sea of fleshly heat 
and focuses on “every manner of darkness and gloom and tempest,” on the 
“thrice-gloomy darkness of ignorance,” on the “dead and barren sea,” and 
also on the adventures of the desert (100). Quite often during the course 
of his life man finds himself before tragic circumstances, which keep him 
captive, terrible despair and all of this comes from his existential empti-
ness his remorse and the problem of death in every sense of the word.
 All this makes man suffer torments and feel very hurt. He senses 
a sickness simmering within his being. Also looking at this through the 
image of the sheep, man considers himself to be an “ailing sheep”(7). It 
is a matter of “defiled souls, and especially defiled bodies” (72) which 
need cleansing, of people who have fallen to the earth instead of rising 
up towards that which is above. These people are not satisfied with mere 
human teaching but need one that is much more heavenly. Indeed “lowly 
instructions cannot heal the base” (6). There are many teachers and psy-
chotherapists with a human perspective who cannot relieve a psychoso-
matically wounded man who is called “rust” (53), because he suffers and 
remains “in distress” (76). People see “their own cowardliness and infir-
mity” (41) within themselves, feel that they are like “small children” and 
“very weak” and so become sorrowful and distressed (93).
 All these descriptions display a man who is tortured and tor-
mented, completely traumatized. St. John of Sinai is not referring here to 
cases of neurosis or psychosis, but to cases of people who feel that they 
are failures in life. These are people who did not satisfy their earthly goal 
for they did not fulfill their deeper existential aim, i.e. their relationship 
and communion with God, which is the ulterior motive of his question.
 Nevertheless St. John of Sinai does not limit himself only to 
general descriptions, but goes on to make other deeper diagnoses. He sees 
man suffering in the inner most parts of his soul. These are not skin-deep, 
physical illnesses, but internal ones that occur within the depths of the 
soul. Thus he calls man a “sickly of soul” (80), infected with spiritual 
drowsiness (8). Man feels a terrible burden of thoughts within his soul 
(93) torturing him and desperately seeks his deliverance.
 Again, we must say that this is not about external and abstract 
states but about internal and specific impurities. Man has full knowledge 
of these states but cannot free himself. He needs God’s intervention, with 
the help of an experienced spiritual therapist. Thus St. John writes some-
where: “Those who are ashamed to consult a physician cause their wounds 
to fester, and often many have died.”(36) 
 People in this category are embarrassed to reveal the wounds 
of their soul and because of this they reach the point where their wounds 

become rotten and lead them to spiritual death. For this reason the patients 
must reach the point of revealing their wounds to an experienced physi-
cian they trust (36). It is a fact that within the soul there is an “invisible 
uncleanness” which cannot be seen by the naked eye. This is an internal 
impurity consisting of putrid members that need healing and cleansing 
(12).
 This means that man does not need his therapist for psychologi-
cal support and for a skin-deep cure. He does not need his priest in order 
to satisfy his religious needs, but he needs him to intervene in his own in-
ternal world, with discretion and love, with the Grace of God and his own 
freedom, and to cure man’s uncleanness, through his own lack of nausea. 
This therapist, who through his purity is familiar in his own personal life 
“with wiping away the filth of others and cleansing them by the purity 
granted from God, and from things defiled offering unblemished gifts to 
God,” proves himself to be a fellow worker with the spiritual and bodi-
less powers (78). The spiritual therapist approaches traumatized man with 
care, sensitivity and tenderness, fullness of love, knowledge, but mainly 
with the Grace of God. He does not toy with the salvation of another, nor 
does he mock the person who comes to him seeking purification from in-
ner passion
 It is truly awful if one approaches a priest in order to satisfy 
all this internal hunger, to cleanse the sores of his soul, to get rid of all 
that inner filth, and yet continues to see afterwards a growth of his inner 
passions, an accumulation of his existential emptiness and anguish and a 
spiritual death which envelops him even more. Then he is wounded more 
deeply and agonizes much more.

 

4. MEANS OF THERAPY

 Having seen who the therapist should be, and who the sick man 
is, we will go on to study the means of therapy that are employed by God 
through the experienced and able therapist.
 In the above section we briefly mentioned the need for an able 
and experienced priest-therapist, who has previously been cured himself. 
Since therapy, the therapists and methods of therapy overlap, we will in-
evitably return to some points we have already made.
 Firstly, a genuine and unadulterated spiritual father-therapist is 
needed so that a suitable therapeutic method can be employed and put into 
practice. The therapist himself must know his own self very well and must 
have boundless love for the person undergoing therapy, the Christian. The 
Christian should be glad even at the simple presence of his spiritual phy-
sician. Ultimately, the very existence of the therapist benefits the person 
who is spiritually sick. St. John writes, “when a sick man sees his physi-
cian he rejoices, even though he may perhaps gain nothing from him”(10). 
Certainly, this means that the therapist must have clear knowledge that 
“the sin that the superior may commit in his mind” is worse than the sin 
committed in actual deed by the disciple (60). This knowledge will make 
him very discerning and therapeutic, otherwise he will impose unbearable 
burdens.
 It is not easy to cure the sick. It needs love, spiritual courage, 
because in the course of therapy many problems arise and require deli-
cate handling, precisely because one is dealing with the delicate, sensi-
tive realm of man’s soul, with its very fine touches. For this very reason 
the therapist must show “zeal, love, fervor, care and supplication to God, 
towards the very misled and broken” (79). Here the sick man is called 
“broken” and this is why delicate intervention is needed. The therapist 
must have the ability not only to expose external wounds and traumas, but 
also the cause of the sickness of his soul that does not show on the out-
side (22). Moreover he should discern those who approach him in accor-
dance with their desires, i.e. what they want from the doctor. The spiritual 
therapy should be undertaken once he has distinguished between “genu-
ine children,” “children from a second marriage” and “children by slave 

girls” and “others that are castaways.” This is because they are not equally 
sick people all that come forward to seek the same thing. Consequently, 
this discernment is absolutely necessary for this intervention that takes 
place within the realm of the soul. Furthermore, as St. John underlines, the 
complete self-offering of the spiritual father-therapist is required for this 
highly responsible task, namely, “a laying down of one’s soul on behalf of 
the soul of one’s neighbor in all matters.” This responsibility is sometimes 
connected with sins of the past and sometimes with the sins of the future 
(57). Therefore, from this task alone it can be seen that the therapist must 
have great spiritual strength. “Before all things, O venerable father, we 
have need of spiritual strength” because it will be necessary “sometimes 
to hold the children by their hand and to lead them in the right way and 
sometimes to raise up the very small and very weak children upon our 
shoulders” (93). Thus, the work of spiritual fatherhood is weighty, deli-
cate, definitive, responsible, and sacrificial.
 Certainly, we should also recall here that the work of the spiri-
tual father and therapist is not centered on man and does not take place 
independently in a vacuum. It requires the coordination of Divine Grace 
with the patient’s free submission. The healing of man’s spiritual wounds 
is not effected by human counsel and laboratory methods but by God’s 
energy and the synergy of the spiritual father-therapist. Throughout the 
whole of St. John of Sinai’s text there is discourse on prayer, on God’s 
intervention and on the fact that the real therapist is God Himself since all 
human beings are God’s children. The archetype of men is God and not 
man. Nevertheless, God cannot act, nor can he help the able and experi-
enced spiritual father if the sick person does not cooperate. In Orthodox 
therapeutic science, everything happens with free consent, never by force 
and constraint.
 Throughout his whole text St. John of Sinai gives great weight 
to the sick person and to his coming forward completely willingly and 
without being coerced and indeed to his complete cooperation in his own 
therapy. Man’s freedom is inviolate. He points out somewhere that as a 
pilot cannot save the ship without the cooperation of the sailors, so a phy-
sician cannot cure a sick person “unless the patient first entreats him and 
urges him on by laying bare his wound with complete confidence” (36). 
That is to say, the following elements are needed for the cure: the pa-
tient’s confidence in his therapist, his free consent to his assistance and, of 
course, his voluntary uncovering of his wounds. There is absolute need of 
free movement in all this activity. Since, the salvation of those “patients 
who do not cooperate” themselves is really impossible (64). At the same 
time there is a situation where a sick man feels his timidity and his weak-
ness and therefore wholly submits his will to the experienced therapist, 
but in this case his free self-offering must be laid down as precondition. 
People in this category seek to be “cured by voluntary constraint” and, 
naturally, in this situation St. John of Sinai advises the physicians to obey 
the free offering of the patients (31). It is clearly understood, however, that 
therapy cannot be achieved without the free consent and self-willingness 
of the spiritual children and for this reason “a genuine son is known in 
the absence of his father” (58). Besides, when we talk about cure in the 
Orthodox tradition, we mean the proper regulation of man’s spiritual or-
ganic structure so that frequent intervention and dependency is unneces-
sary. Man, freed from the slavery which created things and the world of 
passions impose on him, travels on the road of continual ascent and prog-
ress.
 Another consequence of the free consent that a sick patient 
should have has to do with his manner of confession. In other words, an 
important means of therapy is the Sacrament of Confession, according to 
which the sick person reveals his internal wounds by his completely free 
submission. St. John of Sinai is particularly insistent on this topic. We 
know very well, of course, that there are two kinds of confession, namely 
the revelation of the soul’s wounds, so that therapeutic intervention can 
take place, but also the disclosure of inner thoughts, so that man can gain 
spiritual direction.
 St. John submits some very important information about con-
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fession. Firstly, confession should occur with the absolute honesty and 
freedom of the patients, since effective help can then be offered. “For they 
receive no little forgiveness by their confession to us.” This is because, 
as the Saint counsels, even if the spiritual father-therapist has the gift of 
clairvoyance and therefore recognizes the wounds of the soul, he should 
refrain from revealing them and should let the person who has come for-
ward confess them himself. In such a case, says St. John, “urge them to 
confession by means of enigmatic sayings (i.e. ill an indirect way).” Fur-
thermore there should be continual interest after the confession since, as 
St. John teaches, we must allow them to have greater openness after con-
fession too. However, the spiritual father-therapist must prove himself to 
be an example of humility to the patients, except, of course, in the case of 
disobedience when he must teach them to be respectful towards him (84). 
The text clearly shows that confession is not an easy thing, but it properly 
takes place within the framework of freedom, love, humility, respect and 
patience. This happens because the revelation of the inner world demands 
delicate conducts and constitutes a very difficult and onerous task.
 St. John gives other detailed instructions about this perspica-
cious and responsible mission. The sick person should be exhorted to 
reveal precisely the kind of sinful act that has been committed. This is 
required for two reasons: firstly, so that he will not become too bold be-
fore his therapist and secondly, so that his therapist’s love may be aroused 
through his knowing of the sins that have been taken on (45). Here it is 
clear that the relationship between therapist and patient is quite delicate 
and there is a chance that the potential for open dialogue between the 
two could be lost either through much boldness on the part of patient or 
through lack of love on the part of the therapist. Therefore, much care is 
needed in order to guarantee both the respect of the person who is being 
cured and the great love of the therapist towards this person.
 Yet, even this confession of inner wounds “according to kind» 
has its own limitations. The therapist should not violently and forcibly 
intrude into the inner state of a patient’s personality. There is no need for 
a detailed examination of the patient’s personality. St. John says: “See that 
you are not an exacting investigator of trifling sins. thus showing yourself 
not to be an imitator of God» (49). God does not abolish man’s freedom 
and does not examine the details of one’s life. Consequently, the therapist 
should also work within this framework, otherwise he runs the risk of los-
ing his imitation of God, and failing to do his work according to the will 
of God. Furthermore, the spiritually sick man should not give detailed 
descriptions of his carnal transgressions, as he should do in other cases. 
In other words, for other sins full descriptions are required because only 
then the internal causes of actions could be comprehended. For carnal 
sins, however, one should not be as explicit: “Instruct those who are under 
you not to confess in detail sins relating to the body and to lust; but as for 
all other sins. teach them to bring them to mind in detail, both day and 
night” (61). St. John says this because when a sick person gives a detailed 
explanation he is somehow indulged and gratified with the recollection, so 
fine processes and changes are aroused in his inner world.
 The therapist naturally underlines the confidentiality of confes-
sion, since he is not allowed to divulge to others the contents of a person’s 
confession. The therapist must not disclose the revelations of the soul that 
others have given to him. He places this on a theological and a soterio-
logical basis. In other words, he explains that on the one hand, God does 
not reveal the confession He heard, and on the other, because the prospect 
of divulging this confession creates enormous problems for the salvation 
of those involved, because in such a case it would “make then incurably 
sick” (83).
 We should go on to examine the ways that a good therapist 
uses, since there is a difference in those who come to confession, from the 
standpoint of spiritual age, lifestyle, illnesses of the soul and so on. The 
experienced spiritual physician should know all that, for otherwise the 
manner and method of therapy is distorted, man’s freedom is abolished.
 The therapist must know, “for whom, and in what manner, and 
when” all the various commandments of Holy Scripture are to be applied 

(29). The time and way of life of people play an important role in their 
method of treatment. The Shepherd should be like a general who knows 
“precisely the ability and rank of every man under his command,” because 
there is a difference in spiritual age and some need milk whereas others 
need solids, or because this is “a time of consolation” (54). People have 
many differences among themselves, “for there is much variety and differ-
ence between them.” For this reason those responsible for this martyr-like 
service, the cure of men, must also take into consideration “their loca-
tion, their degree of spiritual renewal, and their habits” (46). The origin 
of people is different and therefore each person needs to be handled in his 
own way (44).
 A remark by St. John where he says that the therapist should not 
always work with justice, nor should he take care always to do justice, is 
important, because not all people can bear the same thing. He presents the 
way in which a wise and discerning Elder handled the case of two broth-
ers who had apparently quarreled between themselves. One of them was 
guilty, but was much weaker, and this spiritual father declared him to be 
innocent. The other brother was innocent, but because he was strong and 
brave, he condemned him as guilty and this “lest by judging according to 
what is just the breach between them should become greater.” He certainly 
spoke accordingly to each one in private, especially to the one who was 
spiritually guilty (80). One sees here that man’s treatment does not occur 
on the basis of courtrooms and the handing out of justice, but on the basis 
of curative science, i.e. the abilities that each man has.
 The knowledge that the therapist should have in order to cure 
the illnesses of the souls of those who come to him is necessary, because 
it is closely linked with the therapeutic methods and the medicine that he 
will prescribe. It does not just require a correct diagnosis or just knowl-
edge of the particular characteristics of each person, but rather requires 
the correct prescription of the remedies. We will take a look at some of the 
therapeutic methods an experienced director of souls uses, e.g. as St. John 
introduces these to us.
 The prescription of spiritual medication is closely linked to the 
suffering fellow heart of the therapist. That is to say the spiritual father and 
therapist participates in the pain and the spiritual state of his brother. The 
Abbot should clearly “be disposed and compassionate to each according 
to his merit.” Effective treatment only occurs within the “suffering fellow 
heart.” The other person’s pain becomes his pain and he himself suffers 
with the sick man’s condition. It is not a case of objective medicine, but 
one of personalized medicine. The spiritual intervention occurs in such a 
way, so that it transforms the deceitful monks into simple ones and not the 
simple and honest monks into deceitful ones with complex thoughts (95). 
It demands prudence and discrimination.
 In a wonderful text, St. John adapts the instruments used by 
physicians of his time to treat bodily illnesses to the means of operating 
on wounds and illnesses of the soul. The spiritual therapist must use a 
variety of means corresponding to the variety of the people’s illnesses. 
For visible bodily passions he uses a plaster. For the treatment of inner 
passions which cannot be seen and to purge the internal realm he uses a 
medical elixir. To clean the eye of the soul he uses an eye salve, and for 
surgical intervention where he has to clean something putrid he uses a ra-
zor or scalpel and knife. He is not content, however, with just surgery and 
the use of the proper instruments and therefore also uses various instru-
ments and remedies during and after the operation. He uses a sponge, as it 
were, in refreshing a patient with sweet, gentle and simple words. Again 
he uses a caustic substance in stipulating a rule and penance of love for a 
short length of time. Yet again he uses an ointment in supplying words of 
comfort that relieve the patient, and a sedative in taking up the burden of 
his disciple so that the disciple will have “holy blindness” and will not see 
his good works. Certainly there are also cases when the therapist ought to 
use a knife to cut off a rotten member for the benefit of the other brothers 
(12).
 It is quite clear from St. John’s description that there is a variety 
of medicines and instruments. It sometimes requires treatment, sometimes 

the discharge of the stench, sometimes it needs surgery and at other times 
amputation. However, the surgical operation should take place with dis-
cretion without hurting the patient.
 The medication given to those sick souls should correspond 
with their spiritual state. He advises that the therapist “should examine the 
case of each one and prescribe medicines which are suitable.” For those 
who have sinned a great deal he should give comfort so that they do not 
fall into despair, for the proud and selfish the way that is straight and nar-
row (32).
 For some the therapist should pray with great vigilance (8, 9), 
to others he should offer his words and teaching (6), while he will repri-
mand others and cause them a little pain, “lest from accursed silence his 
sickness be prolonged or he should die” (26, 27). Others gain benefit from 
“remembrance of one’s departure” (81), others benefit from other things, 
and the community benefits from “dishonor” that is the humiliation of the 
patient (82), while some others need heavier penance (58). The therapist 
gives to each according to what will benefit him spiritually. The manner of 
prayer that he determines for each person is different. Even the prescribed 
diet is different. Indeed, using the conduct of an experienced Abbot as an 
example, he says that he preferred to drive a man out of the monastery, 
because in that way he would benefit more, rather than let him remain in 
the Monastery and keep to his own will, in the name of charity and conde-
scension (94).
 Each person is helped and benefits differently. In one person 
when divine love has been ignited fear of harsh words no longer hold 
sway. In another, the presence of the fear of hell created patience in all 
labors, and in others the hope for the Reign of God has led them to the dis-
dain of all earthly things (34). It is clear from all the aforementioned that 
the way of therapy is a diakonia or service of crucifixion and not a super-
ficial activity. The distinctive particularity of each person, but also of their 
disposition and make up require different approaches. They mainly need 
a perceptive, sensitive, experienced spiritual physician who will not only 
make a correct diagnosis and give correct treatment, but above all is ready 
to suffer with the patient, to feel the hurt and the patient’s pain not only 
within his own soul but also upon his body. He should surely be ready and 
willing to take up the cross of spiritual direction. Spiritual curative science 
is not a cerebral duty but a life of martyrdom and witness, according to the 
example of Christ and of all saints, like the Prophet Moses who painstak-
ingly led a stiff-necked people.

5. PRESUPPOSITIONS OF THERAPY

 So far we have spoken about what spiritual sickness is, who a 
suitable therapist is, what cure is and, of course, how it is achieved. We 
have yet to underline that man’s cure is found not just in some psycho-
logical support and some individualistic practice, but first and foremost in 
man’s journey from isolated individuality towards a personal relationship. 
This is a journey from self-love to love of both God and man, from self-
seeking love to self-denying love. It is precisely for this reason that cure 
takes place within a particular spiritual climate.
 The Church, which is understood not only as a family, but also 
as a spiritual hospital, is the most suitable place to practice therapeutic 
treatment. We have already underscored that illnesses of the soul are a 
result of the loss of man’s relationship with God, his fellow human being, 
his own self and the whole of creation. This is accomplished within the 
Church.
 The whole of the text by St. John of Sinai that we are examining 
presupposes a coenobium, a monastery. It is addressed to an abbot, who 
is the Shepherd, and whose work is the cure of the physical and spiritual 
passions of the monks. We do not need to spend long studying this point 
because a simple reading of the text “to the Shepherd’ confirms this.
 I would just like to point out that St. John talks about taking 
can in the reception of the “sheep” (89), so that they will take their place 
in the flock with predilection and zeal for their salvation. It is also nec-

essary for the entrant to be of a suitable age, so that he will not regret it 
later, after receiving the monastic habit. However, even though the monks 
live in a specific community, the possibility for freedom should still exist 
in accordance with age. The superior should be careful about this matter 
because “the conditions and dwelling places of all of those under us dif-
fer depending on their years” (69). Additionally, special care is needed, 
because when the fighters live with the indolent many different problems 
arise (63).

Therefore, the community, i.e. the coenobium or the Monastery, is under-
stood as a therapeutic community into which a man enters in order to be 
cured and to become a person but also to acquire essential communion 
with others. In this therapeutic community there is a specialist therapist, 
but also other spiritual brothers, who help the brethren living there.
 The epicenter of the community, however, is not man, since the 
community is not constructed on just a man-centered basis. Its center is 
God, since that Shepherd-Abbot carries out his mission with the strength 
and energy of God. Thus, the community that St. John of Sinai has in mind 
is the monastery. Its center is the church building, the Holy Temple, where 
the Divine Eucharist is served. It is the most important act, because by it 
we attain unity with God and with our brethren even with the whole of 
creation and, of course, with the whole act of worship taking place in the 
church. At some point St. John mentions that a certain man beloved of God 
told him that, “God always rewards His servants with gifts, yet He does so 
especially on the annual festivals and the feasts of the Master” (17). Here 
it is clear that it is not a case of humanistic cure, some psychological bal-
ance, but of gifts that come from God and indeed during the great feasts of 
Christ the Master. A presupposition of this is the worshipping assembly of 
the members of the Church. Indeed, man’s journey towards his union with 
God is acknowledged through the image of the Divine Eucharist (93).
 The existence of the community, the serving of the Divine 
Eucharist and of worship are inseparably linked with another necessary 
element of man’s cure and that is the doctrinal truth of the Church, the 
doctrines and what is called the faith. St. John would advise the Shepherd 
“Before all else, leave the inheritance of dispassionate faith and the doc-
trines of piety to your sons” (97). Orthodoxy is made up and composed of 
dispassionate faith and pious doctrine. By this Orthodox faith one leads 
not only his own spiritual children to the Lord, but also his spiritual grand-
children. Indeed, this is the greatest spiritual inheritance.
 Consequently, these three factors are the requisite preconditions 
for man's cure, namely the Community-Church, the Eucharist-Worship 
and Orthodoxy (dispassionate faith, pious doctrine). Even the hesychast 
and hermit is not separated from the community, because either he has 
lived in a community beforehand, or, indeed, is inspired by one. This is 
because he lives with community spirit, inasmuch as he loves God and is 
having communion with Him, with the whole world, and of course with 
the Eucharistic Body and Blood of Christ which he receives at the Church. 
The fact is that when man manages to appreciate the depth of his being 
and the evil found within him, indeed, when by God's Grace and the aid 
of an experienced spiritual physician man's soul is cured, then he comes 
to know the depths of evil but also the heights of redemption. It is enough 
if someone comes to the point of realizing the fall and the resurrection 
within the bowels of his being. Then he knows what the whole world is all 
about.

CONCLUSION

 Man's cure is the most important work that can be accomplished 
on the earth. St. John would say: «Therefore, O blest man, do not call 
blessed those who make financial offering, but rather those who offer ra-
tional sheep to Christ.» There is no gift more acceptable to Christ than 
bringing to Him «rational souls through repentance.» This is because the 
whole world is not worth as much as one soul, since «one passes away 
while the other is incorrupt and exists and abides» (90).
 The therapist with his purity, which is not his own doing, but a 
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gift from God, soaks up the filth of others, proving himself to be «a fellow 
laborer of the bodiless and spiritual powers» since that is their work (78).
 Today people ultimately seek out their cure as described and 
presented by St. John of Sinai and as offered by the Orthodox Church. 
Moreover, when man pursues justice, peace, equality amongst people, 
within his very depths he seeks cure, that is the correct relationship with 
God, with others, with himself and with creation. Grievances, complaints, 
continual grumbling and gripes arise because at his very core man is not 
living his potential fullness. Certainly what is necessary for this work is 
the presence of a sensitive, patient, spiritual father, who is a free soul 
himself, has absolute respect for fellow man's freedom and can truly lead 
to freedom of spirit and not to self serving aspirations.

 NOTES

[ 1 ] English quotes are from the Ladder of Divine Ascent by 51. John 
Climacus, translated by Holy Transfiguration Monastery, Brookline MA, 
1979, with some adaptations.

[ 2 ] Archim. Hierotheos Vlahos: Orthodox Psychotherapy, trans. Esther 
Williams, published by The Birth of the Theotokos Monastery, Greece 
1994.
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